Introduction
A sign pattern is an m n matrix H whose entries are 0,1 or -1. We say that an m n matrix A 2 Q(H) ( Equivalently, we sometimes write sgn(A) = sgn(H) in this case. The signed digraph of the n n pattern H is the directed graph D(H) with n vertices and the arc set f(i; j) : i 6 = j; H ij 6 = 0g, with each arc assigned the weight sgn(H ij ). Since it will not cause confusion to do so, we will refer to the signed digraph of a sign pattern H simply as the digraph of H. An n n sign pattern H is sign-nonsingular if det(A) 6 = 0 for all matrices A 2 Q(H); H is combinatorially singular if det(A) = 0 for all A 2 Q(H) 2]. Because the inverse of a matrix depends on its adjoint matrix, it is evident that a pattern H is sign-invertible if and only if H is sign-nonsingular and each of its minor matrices is either sign-nonsingular or combinatorially singular. Sign-invertibility has been investigated previously by Bassett, Maybee and Quirk 3], and by Lady and Maybee 4] . In addition, Thomassen 5 ] developed a polynomial-time algorithm using strict parity digraphs to test a pattern for sign-invertibility. An n n sign pattern H is negative-diagonal if H ii = ?1 for i = 1; :::; n. A square (0; 1)-matrix with exactly one zero in each row and column is a called a permutation matrix. A signature matrix is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries belong to f?1; 1g. Two sign patterns G and H are sign-equivalent (written G H) if G can be obtained from H by negating some of its rows and columns and then permuting the rows and columns. Note that G and H are sign-equivalent if and only if there exist permutation matrices P and Q and signature matrices X and Y such that G = PXHY Q. Note also that for a permutation matrix P, P ?1 = P T is also a permutation matrix, and that for a signature matrix X, X ?1 = X.
It is easy to show that sign-equivalence is an equivalence relation that preserves signinvertibility, and it is well known that any sign-nonsingular (and hence any sign-invertible) pattern is sign-equivalent to some negative-diagonal pattern. The following lemmas establish some connections between sign-equivalence and sign-invertibility, which are used later. Let H be a sign pattern. A path or cycle in D(H) is said to be even if it contains an even number of arcs; otherwise, it is said to be odd. A path or cycle has even (odd) positive-arc parity if it contains an even (odd) number of positive arcs. A similar statement de nes even (odd) negative-arc parity. In Section 4 we obtain su cient conditions for full sign-invertibility of a negative-diagonal pattern H. These conditions make considerable use of the structural similarity between the digraphs of H and H ?1 that is necessary for full sign-invertibility. We rst demonstrate that the sign-inverse H ?1 of a sign-invertible pattern H for which H ?1 = negH is always sign-nonsingular by showing that all cycles in D(H) must be even. We then cast the path-sign uniformity condition necessary for the sign-invertibility of H ?1 in terms of the positive-arc parity of simple paths in D(H).
We now give a brief introduction to symplectic matrices from the standpoint of n-body matrices form a group (which we shall call S 2n ) under matrix multiplication. We shall be concerned speci cally with the subgroup of S 2n for which B = C = 0, each element of which corresponds to an uncoupled linear canonical transformation in an n-body problem. For such matrices, the symplectic condition becomes A T D = I 2n .
It is with these ideas in mind that we de ne a Symplectic Pair. Given an n n In Section 5, we rst relate sign-invertibility to requirement of Symplectic Pairs, and note that sign-invertibility provides a connection between those patterns that require Symplectic Pairs and those that allow Symplectic Pairs. We then demonstrate that a negativediagonal sign pattern requires Symplectic Pairs if and only if its digraph is the disjoint union of isolated vertices and negative 2-cycles.
In Section 6, we extend our characterization of patterns that require Symplectic Pairs beyond the negative-diagonal case. For this extension, it is important to establish that the Symplectic Pair property is a sign-equivalence class property. (This fact separates the Symplectic Pair Property from related properties which are not satis ed on a signequivalence class basis; see, for example, the discussion on self-inverse sign patterns in 7].) We use this result in conjunction with our results from Section 5 to characterize requirement of Symplectic Pairs for arbitrary sign patterns.
The Digraphical Relationship Between H and H ?1
In this section we discuss the digraphical relationship between a sign-invertible pattern H and its sign-inverse H ?1 .
The following is a digraphical equivalent for sign-invertibility which was proven by Bassett, Maybee and Quirk in 3]. Thomassen 
Full Sign-Invertibility: A Necessary Condition
It should be noted that, unlike the analogous matrix result, the sign-invertibility of a sign pattern does not imply that its sign-inverse will be sign-invertible; in fact, Example 2.3 provides an instance of a sign-invertible pattern H whose sign-inverse H ?1 is not even sign-nonsingular. Thus the fully sign-invertible patterns are a proper subclass of the sign-invertible patterns.
The following corollary to Proposition 2.2 gives a necessary condition on H for full sign-invertibility. 
Sign-Invertibility and Symplectic Pairs
In this section we establish some results linking Symplectic Pairs to sign-invertibility and full sign-invertibility, and characterize the negative-diagonal patterns that require Symplectic Pairs.
For a sign pattern H to require Symplectic Pairs, H must be sign-invertible, with the added requirement that that H ?1 = H T ; in other words, a pattern H that allows S-Pairs will require S-Pairs if and only if H is sign-invertible. Now H T is sign-nonsingular if and only if H is; furthermore, since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the (i; j)-paths of H and the (j; i)-paths of H T , it follows that H T will be sign-invertible if and only if H is. So for a sign pattern H that allows Symplectic Pairs, sign-invertibility and full sign-invertibility coincide.
We now give a complete characterization of the negative-diagonal sign patterns that require Symplectic Pairs. 
Conclusions
To summarize, the sign-invertibility of the negative-diagonal sign pattern H can be tested by checking that C1 and C2 hold for H (Thomassen 3] gave a polynomial-time algorithm for performing this task). Having con rmed H's sign-invertibility, we can test H for full sign-invertibility graphically, using only D(H), as follows. The condition H ?1 = negH, which is necessary for H's full sign-invertibility, can be checked using D(H) and Proposition 3.2. Once this condition is con rmed, H ?1 is automatically sign-nonsingular, and full sign-invertibility of H can be checked using D(H) and Theorem 4.6.
The 
